Extract from "Explore your iPad - for seniors" by Andrew
Monk. Available as free iBook and Amazon paperback price
£6 (search for "Andrew Monk")

Chapter 3 Helping someone who has problems with
everyday living
This chapter is about gadgets that make life easier for people who have
problems with aspects of everyday living. Some readers may be facing a few
of these problems now, but this chapter will be most useful for readers who
have friends and relatives who they wish to help. The chapter covers: seeing
and hearing, forgetfulness, keeping out of hospital, and caring for someone
with dementia. I should say that the gadgets described are not all iPad
oriented. The last two sections in particular discuss the use of other
technologies with proven value in this connection.

Seeing and hearing
I can't always read small text on my iPad. My problems here are
forgetfulness and vanity. I often forget to carry my reading glasses with me
but I am too vain to wear varifocals or hang my reading glasses round my
neck on a string! To get around this problem I have used the Apple
Accessibility Settings for vision. These include a setting Larger Text (see
picture of accessibility settings screen below) that allow me to read email,
messages and other Apple apps without recourse to my reading glasses.
Variable size text has become a standard and prominent feature of eBook
gadgets like the Kindle. I am sure that a large part of the appeal of these
gadgets to seniors is that you can easily adjust the text size to make reading a
more comfortable experience.

Of course, these Accessibility Settings are really aimed at people with
more serious problems than vanity! Accessibility Settings come under four
headings: vision, interaction, hearing, media and learning. For example, Zoom
gives you a virtual magnifying glass that you can slide around the iPad
screen. Some people find it easier to read white-on-black text, rather than the
conventional black-on-white (try Invert Colours to see how this works). The
Accessibility Settings under the Interaction heading allow you to adjust the
way the screen responds to touches and to connect external devices that act
as "adaptive accessories". People with hearing in only one ear can use the
hearing accessibility settings to switch from Stereo to Mono so that both ears
get the full music track. The Accessibility Settings for Learning allow you to
radically simplify what is available on the iPad for someone with learning
disabilities.
VoiceOver is one of the most interesting Accessibility Settings under
the Vision heading. This is a clever Apple facility that gives an audio
description of the screen and that can be used to read out texts of all lengths.
Apps that speak books for you are often called eReaders. VoiceOver and
other eReaders give you a slider to control the speed at which they read. With
practice you can understand text read out at a much faster than normal
speaking rate. The main problem for partially sighted and blind people using
an eReader is starting off, i.e., switching on VoiceOver, opening the eReader

app and selecting the book to read. Nevertheless, with some help from a
sighted person when learning to use them, these are fantastic facilities that
have opened a whole new world of possibilities for partially sighted and blind
people. The UK Royal National Institute of Blind People (RNIB,
http://www.rnib.org.uk) have excellent reviews and instructions for partially
sighted and blind people who wish to use tablets such as iPads.
People of all ages and visual acuity enjoy audio eBooks. One of the
first websites providing classic out-of-copyright books read by volunteers was
Project Gutenberg and there are now free out-of-copyright books on all the
main audio eBook shops. I am willing to pay for audio eBooks read by the
author or actors that I know, though I do sometimes fall asleep while listening
to them! They cost about the same as text eBooks.
There is a move to add audio description for the blind and partially
sighted (e.g., soundtrack includes "George moves towards the door and fires
his pistol in the air"). These audio descriptions of a television programme's
key visual elements are inserted into natural pauses in the programme's
dialogue. When watching TV on a TV set, audio descriptions can be accessed
as the "secondary audio", "SAP" or "secondary audio programme" feature on
your TV set or set top box. It is possible to watch films and catch up TV on
your iPad (see Aside - some apps that you might enjoy in the Appendix). The
iPad can also be set to play audio descriptions where they are available.
What about people with hearing problems? Some upmarket hearing
aids can be connected to an iPhone by Bluetooth. These Made for iPhone
hearing aids can be controlled with the iPhone, e.g., adjusted for different
levels of environmental noise. Live Listen is where you place the iPhone
close to the person you are talking to and listen through the iPhone
microphone rather than the hearing aid microphone. Made for iPhone hearing
aids can be connected to an iPad but the smaller size of the iPhone obviously
makes it more practical.
When watching TV people with hearing problems can get the TV set to
display subtitles. With live programmes like the news or sports broadcasts
these are generated by people typing furiously at the TV company, often with
hilarious results. Films and recorded programmes have subtitles embedded in
the recording in different languages, including English. A recent cultural
phenomenon in the UK has been the popularity, particularly amongst older
middle class viewers, of TV crime series in a foreign language. Everyone over
the age of 50 can expect to have some hearing loss, especially in the higher
frequency range. I suspect that part of the attraction of these programmes has
been as an excuse to watch a programme with subtitles without admitting to
oneself that one's hearing is fading!
This far we have concentrated on digital aids to seeing and hearing.
There are also numerous low tech gadgets that can help. For seeing you
might consider buying a magnifying glass on a stand with a light round it ($30
or £20 search your online or bricks-and-mortar electrical store for "magnifier
lamp"). These are sold for hobbyists doing close work but are useful for all
sorts of tasks. In general, as we get older we need more light to see clearly

and should put more bright lights in our homes. Actually, your iPad can be
used as a handy magnifier. Search the App Store for "magnifier". These apps
use the front facing camera to provide a magnified image on the screen. The
picture below shows me using the Mag. Light iPad app to read the small print
in the magazine behind the iPad. Alternatively, you can take a photo of the
object with the Camera app then view it on the Photos app and zoom in using
the finger and thumb pinch gesture on the screen (see Gestures that work like
buttons in the Glossary).

It is also possible to buy appliances with easy to read controls. For
example, there are telephones and clocks where the numbers are large and
high contrast. These used to be very ugly but you can now get attractive high
visibility telephones if you look for them (see discussion of Inclusive Design
in the Invention needed section below). Again, the RNIB online shop has a
great selection of high visibility watches, clocks and other appliances for
everyday living (search the internet for "RNIB shop", readers in the USA may
be able to find products on this site then search for US suppliers).
Many of these products can talk (e.g., talking clocks and weighing
scales). My favourite is the RNIB PenFriend audio labeller (search the internet
for "RNIB penfriend"). This is to solve the problem of knowing what a product
is if you can't see it. When you open the cupboard, are you touching a packet
of cornflakes or a packet of Rice Crispies? Is this a can of peaches or a can of
carrots? It works like this. A sighted friend unpacks your shopping for you and
sticks small (electronic) stickers on the relevant products. The pen is touched
to the sticker and a spoken label recorded, e.g., "peaches". Later when you
go to the cupboard you can feel for the electronic sticker and touch it with the
pen, which will then speak the audio label. It costs £70 and extra labels are
£10 for 381.
Low tech help with hearing involves amplifying sounds or translating
sounds into visual signals. You can get flashing doorbell "sounders" and lights
that flash when the phone rings. There are alarm clocks that wake you using

an amplified alarm, flashing lights and a vibrating pad that goes under your
pillow. The equivalent of the RNIB for people with hearing loss is Action on
Hearing Loss (this used to be RNID). This also has an excellent online shop
selling only well tested products (search the internet for "Action on Hearing
Loss shop"). Tinnitus sufferers might like to look at their range of products for
making relaxing sounds to relieve this condition. Everyone should look at
Action on Hearing Loss' advice on protecting your hearing. The Hearing Loss
Association of America is the equivalent organisation in the USA but they do
not have an online shop.
If you want to compare your hearing or vision with that of the general
population there are some excellent iPad apps available that measure your
hearing or visual acuity and record how well you do for future reference,
search the App Store for "hearing" or "vision".

How-to-do-it guide - seeing and hearing
The first step is to understand the nature of the sight or hearing
problem the person you are helping is facing and the activities that they want
help with. Reduced visual ability has a number of causes and varies widely in
its symptoms. This section is mainly concerned with things you could do with
an iPad. Here a major distinction concerns whether they need to use the
touchscreen keyboard, e.g., to do internet searches or email, or are they just
wanting an eReader.
Two General Purpose Plans are set out below: one to help someone
with problems seeing and the other to help someone with problems hearing.
This book began with A recipe with which you can do anything you want with
an iPad. In summary, Ask yourself what words describe what I am trying to
do; Look for words and touchscreen buttons; Touch; then Ask yourself what
again, and so on. Think of the General Purpose Plans below as an aid to
working in this way. First, look through all the italicised headings to
understand the tasks you could do. Second, decide which of these tasks are
relevant to what you want to do. Third, explore! Use the numbered actions as
a further guide if you need to. (See How to use a General Purpose Plan, in
Chapter 1).
General Purpose Plan - I want to help someone with problems seeing
- so I may need to
Adapt their iPad using its Accessibility Settings
1. Talk to the person you are helping. Discuss the nature of their problem and
the things they wish to do. Background reading on a variety of visual
conditions and excellent advice about possible solutions is available at the
RNIB site (start at http://www.rnib.org.uk/recently-diagnosed).
2. Explore the Accessibility Settings on the iPad. Touch the Settings app on
the Home Screen then Accessibility. Try the different features you think may
be useful, e.g., Larger Text and Zoom. Features like VoiceOver and Switch
Control will require some work to get the hang of.
3. Work with the person you are helping to set up the iPad.

4. Help them to learn to use it.
Find them talking books for the iPad
1. Search the App Store for "audio books" or "free audio books" to find an
eReader and accompanying library of audio books. The free books tend to be
out-of-copyright classics. Audible is the market leader for paid audio books.
2. Download the app using the App Store app, see Appendix, General
purpose plan - I want to download an app. Read the notes there about "iPad
only" and "iPhone only" apps.
3. Open the app. You may have to give payment details.
4. Choose a book or story with the person you are helping. The title of the
book will appear in your "library" or "bookshelf". For Audible you will need to
buy the book first in Amazon. Search Amazon for "audible books" to see what
is available. Many of these books are available as Kindle or audio books for
similar prices. When you buy the book on Amazon it will appear in your
Audible "My Bookshelf".
5. Touch the eReader app on the home page and then touch the book title in
your bookshelf to download it (this may take a few minutes).
6. Show the person you are helping how to play and pause the audio.
Find them Kindle books and show them how to use VoiceOver to have the
iPad read them aloud
1. Download the Kindle app if it is not already there (see Appendix, General
purpose plan - I want to download an app).
2. Open Safari and go to Amazon to buy a Kindle book or story with the
person you are helping. Note some Kindle books are available as audio books
for similar prices. In such cases it will generally be easier to use Audible to
play them (see above).
3. Touch the Kindle app and your Kindle books will be displayed, including the
one you have just bought. If it is not, touch "Sync". Touch the book you have
just bought and wait for it to download.
4. Open the book at the first page.
5. Touch the Settings app on the Home Screen, then Accessibility. Switch on
VoiceOver.
6. Press the Home button and go back to the Kindle book. Note that you are
now working the iPad in VoiceOver and you need to touch the Kindle app
once to select it then twice to open it.
7. Show the person that you are helping how to play and pause the audio, that
is: slide two fingers down to read out the entire book; and touch with two
fingers to pause or start. As noted above, VoiceOver takes some getting used
to but is actually quite cleverly designed.

Find them appliances for everyday living
1. Search the internet for "RNIB shop" to find a fantastic array of gadgets and
specially adapted appliances, for everything from cooking to telling the time.
This is a good starting point even if you do not live in the UK. Identify what
you could use here and then search for the specific item elsewhere. The
American Foundation for the Blind (AFB) has a useful if less comprehensive
list of equipment.
General Purpose Plan - I want to help someone with problems hearing
- so I may need to
Switch on subtitles for films and TV on a TV set or set top box
1. Look for a button labelled "SUB", "STTL", "SUBTITLE" or similar on your
remote control. If there does not appear to be one try "Menu". Similar options
are provided on DVD players and PVRs. They may take a bit of searching for.
If all else fails dig out the instruction booklet or go to the internet (Safari) and
let Google do the work. Search the internet for "subtitles" along with the model
number of the device, e.g., "subtitles Panasonic tz60"
2. Press the button or choose the appropriate menu item. You may be offered
a choice of languages. Not all programmes have subtitles in which case the
button will have no effect or result in some sort of error message. To display
subtitles on our TV you press once to see "Subtitles off" then again to see
"English". If there are other languages available you can press repeatedly to
cycle through them.
Switch on subtitles for films or TV programme you are watching on your iPad
1. Pause (see Touchscreen buttons, specific to media players and recorders
in the Glossary) what you are watching and look for an appropriate
touchscreen button to display subtitles. On iPlayer this is a pink box with an
"S" in it. In Amazon Video it is a picture of a screen with a subtitle in it. Well I
think that is what it is. It is very small!
2. Choose your language and touch the Play touchscreen button to restart the
programme.
3. You can control the size of text etc. from the iPad Accessibility Settings. If
this is necessary, do it before you start watching.
Find them appliances for everyday living
1. Search the internet for "Action on Hearing Loss shop" for cunning gadgets,
such as flashing door bell "sounders", lights that flash when the phone rings
and alarm clocks with flashing lights and vibrating pads to go under your
pillow.

Forgetfulness
All but the very young rely on paper memory aids, such as notes,
shopping lists, calendars and diaries to supplement their ability to remember
stuff. As I have got older I have relied more and more on these paper aids and

their electronic equivalents, not just to prompt me to do things but to plan my
day, remember what I have done, what I have not done, and to recall names
and places. This section will review gadgets for finding things, planning the
day and making sure that someone has taken the right pills at the right time. A
further section later in this chapter will consider gadgets to help people who
look after people with clinically severe memory problems, that is people with
dementia.
The simplest solution to not being able to find things is to always put
them in the same place when you are not actually holding them. If you can't
manage to do this, and I can't, then you might like to try some gadgets for
finding things such as the Loc8tor gadget. You attach one of the small tags
that come with the handset to your glasses, keys or whatever you find
yourself searching for. To find a lost item you activate the handset, select the
object to be searched for and point the handset at likely locations. When you
point in the right direction this is indicated through visual and sound signals. It
is just a question of scanning round to get the strongest signals. The tags also
flash and make their own sounds when the handset is near. Loc8tor Lite costs
about $80 (£60). Other Loc8tor models can be set to alert mode so that if one
of the tags goes out of range the handset makes a noise. This is suggested
for use with pets and children. Sticknfind is a similar kind of gadget that can
be used with an iPad app. With this gadget the tags are stickers. The app is
free, the stickers cost $50 (£30) for two. These gadgets are great fun to use
but of course you need to find the Loc8tor or the iPad before you can start
looking for your glasses which you probably need to work Loc8tor or the
Sticknfind app anyway!
iPads and iPhones have GPS (Global Positioning System), as used in
Satnavs, so if you want to find a lost or stolen device, you can use GPS
tracking. If you are lucky enough to have an iPad and an iPhone, and they
both use the same iTunes account one click will give you a map pinpointing
where both your devices are so that you can use your iPad to find your
iPhone or vice versa. The app is called Find iPhone. There are frequently
stories in the media of people tracking down stolen, or mislaid devices in this
way (search the internet for "lost ipad" or "stolen ipad").
Planning your day is mainly an exercise in Working Memory (see Aside
- different types of human memory) as you have to reason about when you
are going to do things. Executing the plan requires Prospective Memory, that
is, remembering to do things at the appropriate time. Both are subject to age
related cognitive decline and can be supported with apps for organising your
day. Planning can be supported with an electronic calendar on your iPad. A
calendar on your iPad could also support Prospective Memory by vibrating or
playing a sound when something has to be done. Of course an iPhone, that
you always carry with you, would clearly be more useful in this respect. I
would like an electronic calendar that prompts me to do things when I enter a
particular room or building. That is, a device that prompts me to do something
when I move into a specific place rather than at some specific time, something
for future invention perhaps!

The iPad Calendar app comes free with your iPad. You can choose to
view your calendar one day, one week or one month per screen. You can
click on an event and enter or view details and set a reminder alert to go off
some time before the event. You can also set an event, e.g., "take pills", to
repeat every day or every week. One advantage of an electronic calendar is
that you can synchronise across devices. For example, a change made on the
calendar on your iPad can be automatically reflected in the calendar on your
office desktop PC.
Calendars can also be shared with other people who have been given
permission to view your calendar. If you want you can give them permission to
view and change your calendar, e.g., add a new event. Many families keep a
shared electronic calendar to keep track who is doing what when. A shared
calendar could also be useful for a group or friends and relatives who need to
coordinate their visits and help for a frail elderly person. The social network
FinerDay is designed for use by frail elderly people and has a calendar for
friends to coordinate help for each other (see Chapter 5 - Joining an online
community). Carers UK, a national charity, has commissioned a professionally
produced website with an accompanying free app specifically to help
caregivers coordinate their efforts, search the internet for "Jointly Carers UK".
You purchase a "Jointly Circle" for the person you are all helping for £2.99.
Anyone can then be invited to join the circle for free. The home page for the
Jointly app depicted on the App Store is pictured below. There is a profile to
store useful information about the person you are looking after, a tasks list to
designate tasks and monitor their progress, a Facebook style page to
broadcast messages and pictures to all of the circle, and medication
information (see also the iPad app Rally Round).

To-do-list apps may be a simpler way of planning your day. Any.DO is
a popular app for making to do lists. When you think of something you need to
do you add it to your list by typing or speaking. Often it is enough just to have
a to-do list that gets carried from day to day but you can assign tasks to
specific times and dates and set reminder alarms if you need to. When you
have done something you can swipe left and the item gets a line through it.
This serves as a record and is rewarding in itself. I have to admit to being
someone who sometimes adds to-do-list items after I have done them just for
the satisfaction of crossing them out again!

Remembering to take medication is a real problem for many people in
their 80s and 90s. Part of the problem is that because they often have several
medical conditions they will be taking a variety of pills, as well as pills to
counteract the effects of other pills, and so on! A blister pack, is a low tech
solution to this scheduling problem (see picture above). All the pills to be

taken at a particular time are located in a single blister to be popped out when
required. This one has four blisters for a different time of each day of the
week. When necessary blister packs can be used with automated reminders
from an electronic calendar or a medication reminder app (search the
internet and the App Store for "med reminder"). Medication reminder apps can
also count how many pills you have taken and will prompt you when you are
about to run out.
There are logistic problems with using blister backs and automatic pill
dispensers. First, some pills cannot be exposed to air for any length of time
and some medications are liquid. Assuming the pharmacist can find suitable
alternatives to cover these problems there is still the problem of who fills the
blister packs or dispenser carousel. This should really be someone with the
appropriate medical qualification and non-medical paid helpers will not be
allowed to do it. Ironically in the UK it is however deemed OK for an unpaid
friend or relative to fill a pill dispenser!

Aside - different kinds of human memory
My colleagues in the Psychology Department at the University of York,
where I was working before I retired, number some famous neuroscientists
who study human memory so I cannot resist telling you a little about how they
think about memory. Short Term Memory is the term used to cover the
processes we only remember for the period that we concentrate on the to-beremembered material. I might measure your Short Term Memory by reading
you a random list of digits and then asking you to repeat them straight back to
me. People can remember 7 or 8 digits. If I distract you by asking you a
question, for example, you will not be able to remember the digits. These
same processes are involved in Working Memory, which is used to hold
things in your mind while you manipulate them. Counting backwards in threes
(100, 97, 94, 91, 89...) and mental arithmetic are classic tasks that require
working memory. More importantly Working Memory is also used in problem
solving, planning and Sudoku! Gerontologists talk about Age Related
Cognitive Decline and Working Memory is one faculty where you can
measure this decline. Fortunately, since the invention of paper and writing
implements we can get around limitations in working memory by writing things
down when planning or doing arithmetic! Gadgets like electronic calendars to
help with planning are discussed in the main text. There is some evidence
that Working Memory can be improved by exercising it (see Chapter 2 for a
discussion of "brain training" in the section on games).
Episodic Memory (memory for episodes you have experienced, i.e.,
things that you have done, seen or heard) is what some people who are not
psychologists often refer to as "short term memory" but is different from the
psychologist's Short Term Memory in that you don't have to concentrate on
the to-be-remembered material to retain it. So to test your Episodic Memory I
might read you a story, give you some distracting tasks like remembering
numbers to clear your Short Term Memory for it, and then and ask you to
retell the story as accurately as possible. Recall is a memory test where you
reproduce the to-be-remembered material. Recognition is a memory test
where you pick out the to-be-remembered material from other similar material.
So a recognition test for the story task might involve giving you a list of male

names and asking which of these was the name of the hero in the story. The
equivalent recall task would be simply to ask "what was the hero's name?".
We generally find recognition much easier than recall. Episodic memory is
also subject to age related cognitive decline. This is why I can never find my
glasses. I can't remember the episode when I last used them. You get things
into Episodic Memory by thinking about them and making them distinct from
other Episodic Memories. So if you want to remember an episode, perhaps
you witness a crime and want to remember the number of the get away car,
rehearse the number to your self, think about how the letters could be thought
of as a misspelt word and the numbers might be the age of someone you
know. The main text discusses gadgets for finding things.
Prospective Memory is memory to do things in the future, e.g., to take
a pill. When storing a Prospective Memory you are trying to associate some
time in the future, or context, with an intention to do something, "take the
green pill after breakfast". You can improve Prospective Memory by using
contextual cues (put the pill bottle by the breakfast cereal) or practice (always
take the green pill at that time). The main text discusses gadgets that prompt
you to take medication.
Finally, Semantic Memory is your long term store of facts and
meaning, e.g., memory for the names of objects and people. Nonpsychologists think of this as "knowledge" rather than memory. Semantic
dementia is caused by damage to specific parts of the brain and results in
difficulties finding the right word to name an object or confusing similar
objects. For example, on asking a patient with semantic dementia for a spoon
you might be given a knife. We all have word finding problems and make
mistakes like this when distracted but in semantic dementia this reaches
debilitating levels. Fortunately, semantic dementia is relatively rare and once
you have got something into Semantic Memory it tends to stay there.
Infrequently used knowledge can be hard to retrieve but practice will help, for
example you can rehearse the names of people you are about to meet before
you get to meet them. I find searching my electronic address book and email
records invaluable for refreshing the Semantic and Episodic Memories I will
need when preparing for a meeting or social situation.

How-to-do-it guide - forgetfulness
Electronic calendars help you plan your day and then execute that plan
by prompting you at appropriate times. Electronic calendars can also be used
by a group of people, for example, to plan and prompt the help they are giving
to some third person. Medication reminder apps can be used to help you or
someone you are caring for take medication at the right time search the App
Store for "medication reminder". Alternatively, or in addition, one can use a
blister pack that organises the pills by day of the week and time of day (see
your pharmacist about this).
Two General Purpose Plans are set out below: one for using the Find
iPhone app and the other for using the Apple Calendar app. Both come
preloaded on all iPads. An Apple Calendar can only be shared with people
who have Apple gadgets. The Google Calendar app (obtainable for free from
the App Store) works in a very similar way and may be preferable if you want

to share your calendar with people who don't have Apple gadgets or who
already use Google Calendar.
This book began with A recipe with which you can do anything you
want with an iPad. In summary, Ask yourself what words describe what I am
trying to do; Look for words and touchscreen buttons; Touch; then Ask
yourself what again, and so on. Think of the General Purpose Plans below
as an aid to working in this way. First, look through all the italicised headings
to understand the tasks you could do. Second, decide which of these tasks
are relevant to what you want to do. Third, explore! Use the numbered actions
as a further guide if you need to. (See How to use a General Purpose Plan, in
Chapter 1).
General Purpose Plan - I want to find a lost iPhone or iPad, now or in
the future - so I might need to
Set up the Find iPhone app on your iPad and other Apple gadgets
1. Touch the Find iPhone app and wait for it to load then enter your Apple ID
(an email address) and password.
2. Allow the Find iPhone app to use your location and you should see a map
of your surroundings that shows the location of the iPad.
3. Repeat 1 and 2 with any other Apple gadgets you have that use the same
Apple ID (e.g., an iPhone). A list of devices registered will appear on the left
and their locations on the map on the right of the screen.
Find a mislaid or stolen iPad or iPhone using the Find iPhone app
1. Find another device that has been set up using the same Apple ID as the
lost iPad or iPhone. Touch the Find iPhone app.
2. View the map provided indicating the location of all your Apple gadgets.
General Purpose Plan - I want to plan activities with the Apple
Calendar app - so I might need to
Make a calendar entry
1. Touch the Calendar app and select the view (Day, Week, Month, Year) that
you want.
2. Bring up the New Event form. Either, touch the Add/Plus key ("+" see
Glossary) then set a start date (see 3 and 4), or do a long touch on the date or
time slot you want the event to start on.
3. Make up a Title for the event. Keep it short but informative. Bear in mind
that only about the first 13 characters will be displayed in the Month view.
4. If there is no specific start time for the event, e.g., if it is a birthday, set the
All-day On/off slider to on (see Glossary). Touch Start to bring up the Date
Picker (see Glossary) and set the start date if this needs to be changed. You
can set a range of days (e.g., for the duration of a holiday) by touching End.

5. If there is a specific start time for the event, e.g., if it is a meeting, touch set
the All-day On/off slider to off (see Glossary). Touch Start and use Date
Picker (see Glossary) to select a start date and time. Touch End and adjust
the end time if necessary.
6. If needed, set other attributes to the event, e.g., repeat and alert. The latter
when set makes the iPad sound and gives an alert message at a specified
time between 5 minutes and 1 week before the event. I have set my iPad to
remind me one week before my wife's birthday, not that I could forget such an
important date! Note that the form that you are editing after pressing the
Add/Plus key may appears to end after the start date/time option. Scroll to
reveal more options.
Edit, delete or move a calendar event
1. A long touch on a calendar entry gives you the option of editing or deleting
it using the same form you used to create it.
2. A long touch without removing your finger allows you to drag it to a new
time (only in the Day or Week views).
Share my calendar with someone else
1. Set your calendars to use iCloud byusing the Settings app on the Home
page. Touch iCloud, and set the On/off slider for Calendar to on.
2. Open the Calendar app and display a list of calendars (touch Calendars,
bottom centre of screen). You will probably find you have several calendars,
e.g., Home, Work, UK or US Holidays ("subscribed"). Note that only the ticked
ones will be visible when you go back to the calendar view.
3. The availability of multiple calendars, not all of which may be visible, has
considerable potential to cause confusion. The situation can be simplified by
deleting calendars you don't use and naming the calendar you wish to share
so that other people will know it comes from you, e.g., "Andrew's Home".
Calendars can be deleted or renamed by touching the Information
touchscreen button (see Glossary) next to the name of the calendar in the list
of calendars.
4. Invite someone to share a calendar. Touch the Information touchscreen
button next to the name of the calendar you wish to share. Touch Add Person
in the "SHARED WITH:" box and you will be prompted for an email address.
When you touch Add this person will get a message in their Apple Calendar
Inbox (bottom right of screen). When they accept your request they will find
your shared calendar in their list of calendars.

Keeping out of hospital
A stay in hospital is expensive and medics will try to get people home
as soon as possible after an illness or injury requiring hospital treatment. This
is good because most people would rather be at home. Actually they would
rather not go to hospital in the first place, unless absolutely necessary. For

these reasons there has been a move, dubbed telehealth or telecare, to treat
people at home using technology adapted for this purpose.
The other thing one might want to avoid is residential care for the
elderly. As we get older, say into our eighties and nineties, the medical
problems we face gang up against us. Medics talk about "multiple comorbidities". An elderly person might suffer from two, three, or four of:
arthritis, muscular weakness, diabetes, heart and breathing problems. They
might have some age related cognitive decline and some problems hearing
and seeing. While none of these conditions is untreatable, in combination they
result in a degree of frailty, which will worry friends and relatives, particularly if
the elderly person lives alone. You may have an ageing parent, who you feel
might be safer in residential care and who is resisting your advice in this
respect. The arguments for moving are safety, and for some frail elderly, the
opportunity for more human contact. The arguments against are the upset of
moving to a new home environment and boredom if they no longer have to do
any daily domestic tasks. Telecare has the purpose of giving everyone,
including the person being cared for, confidence that they will not come to
harm simply because there is not a nurse or other professional caregiver to
keep an eye on them. If the only strong argument for residential care is safety
then telecare may be the answer.

The worries of friends and relatives are often triggered by some injury
or illness. Falls are in my experience the commonest of these triggering
events. Standing up is computationally one of the most difficult things humans
do and any weakness in our sensory and motor systems can result in a fall. If
a frail elderly person does fall how will they get help? Many readers will have
a friend or relative who wears an alarm button, like the one depicted in the
picture above. If they fall or feel unwell and are unable to get to the telephone
they press the button and a box connected to the telephone line dials a call
centre. A large part of the effectiveness of this telecare monitoring system
comes from the flexible human contact provided by a call centre. The box that
dials the call centre is also an effective speakerphone so that one can have a
conversation with the call centre operator, even if you are lying on the floor in
a nearby room. Many telecare monitoring call centres have their own
response service that can go out and help you so that the operator need only
call for an ambulance if it is absolutely necessary. Other services rely on a list
of neighbours and relatives to respond if help is needed.

The idea of a wireless push-button-activated automatic alarm system
was patented by Andrew Dibner, a psychology professor at Boston University,
in 1976. He also founded the first telecare monitoring service, Lifeline
Systems Inc., and you will often find these button-and-box telecare monitoring
services described as "Lifeline telephones". Lifeline Inc. was particularly
successful in the USA at that time because of the pressure on hospitals to
avoid patients being readmitted after discharge (this will sound familiar to
readers in the UK!) Patients were given a button-and-box system on leaving
hospital. Monitoring was done by hospital staff and many unnecessary
readmissions avoided.
Since those early days these systems have developed considerably.
As well as the button, or personal trigger worn as a pendent or on your wrist,
there are numerous sensors that can cause the box to dial the call centre and
initiate a conversation to get help. You can wear a fall detector that triggers an
alarm even if you are unconscious. These work by sensing a jolt and a
change in attitude from upright to horizontal. Other sensors can detect
seizures and enuresis. There are also sensors for environmental problems
such as an overflowing bath or a fire. There are even bed occupancy
detectors. This is less creepy than might first appear! Many falls occur when
someone gets up to go to the bathroom in the night. The bed occupancy
detector detects when you get out of bed in the middle of the night, switches
on a light to guide you to the bathroom, and then raises an alarm if you don't
return to bed within a pre-set time. Another popular sensor is the bogus caller
button. This is simply another button, like the personal trigger but mounted by
the main entrance to the dwelling. If you are nervous about a caller you can
press this button and have a three-way conversation involving the caller
yourself and the call centre operator. The latter can ask about the credentials
of the person at the door and record the conversation thus discouraging
distraction burglaries.
Telecare with additional sensors of the kind described above is known
as enhanced telecare. These gadgets have given confidence to the people
using them, their relatives and professional caregivers by making frail older
people safer when living at home. Enhanced telecare services are relatively
low cost. The sensors cost only a few tens of pounds each and do not require
expensive technical expertise to install. As most clients rarely interact with the
call centre the cost per connection of running a call centre can also be quite
small.
Most people who use telecare facilities pay a monthly charge for the
connection and some small amount for the equipment. Recent developments
in wireless technology, also the availability of reasonably priced broadband
and cellular telephony, have seen further innovation and new business
models where the technology can be sold for a modest one-off payment.
Many of these provide services based around activity monitoring. For
example, for a one-off cost of $350 (£200) SeNCit will provide a small sensor
that can detect regular movement. If you know that Mum always has breakfast
between 8.00 and 10.00 am you can put the SeNCit box by her kettle and set
it to send you an SMS text if it does not detect movement in this time period. It
can also be set to text you if the room temperature is too hot or too cold, or if

there is a power cut. You can have a list of numbers to be contacted and
arrange to receive a daily or weekly SMS to let you know all is well. I am sure
that we will see many more low cost activity monitoring systems on the market
in coming years.
Activity data can be collected by most modern telecare monitoring
boxes and these data are being used by state provided services in the UK to
assess the care needs of clients. They are also being used to monitor
professional caregivers who visit the client to ensure they are providing the
help they are contracted for. The activity monitoring gadgets described in
Chapter 1 (e.g., FitBit, Jawbone UP and Nike Fuel), that monitoring the
amount of exercise you take during the day with a bracelet and touchscreen
phone, have the potential to be used in this context. I am not aware of anyone
who is providing a service based on this equipment but it seems an obvious
opportunity. I guess it would have to be a new brand as none of these
companies would want to be associated with people who are not well! (See
also Aside - Is activity monitoring "watching over you" or "spying"?)
Activity is only one form of data that may be communicated from the
home to a health professional. People with long term conditions, such as,
diabetes or heart and lung disease typically have to visit a hospital or clinic
regularly in order for a clinician to monitor their condition. This often involves
expensive and difficult travel arrangements. Telemedicine instead requires
people to monitor their condition for themselves with some medical
supervision from a distance. Numerous gadgets have been marketed to
facilitate this model of telemedicine where vital signs health data are
transmitted from the home to a medical centre. There are, for example,
gadgets that can send data to a remote physician from: blood pressure cuffs,
blood oxygen sensors, weighing scales and spirometers (the latter measure
the volume of air inspired and expired by the lungs). These gadgets can also
ask you questions about your health and relay the answers to a password
protected website where all the data can be reviewed by medical personnel.
Typically the website will have pre-set acceptable limits for each type of data
and will automatically detect readings that are outside of these limits and
communicate them to a clinician.
The telemedicine gadgets described above are expensive because in
addition to making the measurement (with the help of the patient) they have
also to automatically send the data obtained to a clinical database. A
potentially less expensive, certainly more human, approach is to have the
patient take the readings using conventional medical equipment (e.g., an offthe-shelf blood pressure cuff) and then communicate the results by text or
telephone. The system sends a request, e.g., a text saying "please measure
your blood pressure" that the patient replies to with the reading. Florence, or
"Flo" (http://www.getflorence.co.uk/or search the internet for "florence
telehealth") is an automated system that does this. If the readings are outside
of pre-set limits the results are displayed to for a health professional to view.
But you will say, "what if they lie about their readings?" My answer is they
should be able to lie. The human factors research literature is littered with
examples of expensive and complex socio-technical systems that failed to be
used because they were inflexible when it came to recording data entered by

users. If I know that a reading is out of line because of special circumstances
that I would rather my physician did not know about, you better let me lie
about it as the most likely alternative is that I stop using the system altogether.
A system that allows a patient to tell fibs is consistent with the idea that
telemedicine is there to allow the patient, rather than the clinician, to be
responsible for monitoring and treatment. In telemedicine the clinician's role
can usefully change from being supervisory to being advisory.

Aside - Is activity monitoring "watching over you" or "spying"?
I find activity monitoring technology creepy and I am not sure I would
have it in my home however frail I was. It is one thing to have a button to call
for help, it is another to be spied upon. Researchers at Georgia Tech invented
a user friendly activity monitoring system that they called the Digital Family
Portrait. Rather than presenting graphs of activity designed for professional
caregivers and medics they represented activity by means of butterflies in the
border of a photo frame (see picture below). The size of each butterfly on the
frame indicates the activity level of the lady in the photo during a particular
day. The frame is designed to be put in the home of a worried relative
perhaps her son who is living in another city. If the son noticed a trend
towards smaller butterflies he might phone to see if she is OK. This very nice
in some ways but it could still be viewed as the son spying on the mother. It is
one-way communication, the son knows what the lady is doing but she knows
nothing about him.

Other researchers have suggested a similar design but with two
displays one in each home (see HomeInTouch reference in Related chapters
and other material). Their displays would allow the mother to monitor her
son's activity level at the same time that the son was monitoring hers. This
might be useful. For example, if she noticed activity in his home when she
knew he was away on holiday she could call the police. It would also make
the set up seem more like conversation, rather than spying. If you are thinking
"I would not want my mother to know when I am not at home", that rather
makes my point that you would be spying on her if you used the original
Digital Family Portrait!

Of course real conversation requires an intention to communicate.
When the mother moves about the house she is likely to have other intentions
than telling her son that she is well. Phoning someone to ask how he or she is
would be a real communicative act. Of course this might be too disruptive to
do very frequently. In that case one could send an SMS text containing some
trivial information or question, e.g., "Waiting at the station, train late again!",
which really just says "I thought of you", in the expectation that they will reply
when they are able to.

How-to-do-it guide - keeping out of hospital
Telecare monitoring services use wirelessly communicating sensors to
raise an alarm at a call centre if help is needed. These sensors include: (a) a
personal trigger button, worn as a pendent or a bracelet, to summon help; (b)
a worn fall detector that automatically triggers an alarm if you are unconscious
(this may be combined with a personal trigger); (c) environmental hazard
detectors for smoke, cold, gas and carbon monoxide; (d) a bed occupancy
detector to guide you to the bathroom and raise an alarm if you don't get back
into bed.
When one of these sensors detects a problem the system can respond
in the following ways:
1. An automatic recorded message is sent to a list of friends, relatives or
neighbours who have agreed to be called in such an event. If the person you
are looking after doesn't have friends, relatives or neighbours that are able to
commit to coming to their aid this is not going to be very satisfactory!
2. A call centre operator talks to the person you are looking after via a
speaker on the box plugged into the telephone line. The operator can find out
what the problem is and deal with it appropriately. Very often people just need
reassurance and advice. The operator will have some of their medical details
and could just give advice and let them sort themselves out. If necessary, the
operator could call a friend, relative or neighbour from a list as in 1. If this fails
they would probably have to call the emergency services, unless the call
centre has its own response service (see 3).
3. A call centre operator and a mobile response service works like 2 but the
operator can if necessary call on a mobile response service that can come to
the home of the person you are looking after. These responders will not be
paramedics who can administer medical treatment, but they will be able to get
someone up off the floor and are often able to prevent admission to hospital
when it really is not necessary. This is the gold standard service provision and
will be more expensive that 1 or 2. Also, for practical reasons response
services are less likely to be available in rural areas.
The General Purpose Plan that follows contains general advice and so
is a bit different to the others in this book that are about using iPad apps. This
General Purpose Plan assumes that you are arranging a telecare service for
someone living in their own home, rather than in a managed residential
facility. In the latter case arranging telecare will be the responsibility of the
facility and telecare may be used to summon a warden.

General Purpose Plan - I want to buy or rent a telecare service - so I
might need to
Find out what telecare services are available in the area
1. Most gadgets for monitoring a frail person have to be used as part of a
monitoring service, that is, there has to be someone who installs the
equipment, receives the alarm and gets help. In the UK these services are
generally provided through Social Services. Contact your Local Authority to
find out what is available. How much it will cost will depend on financial
circumstances. In most cases there is a monthly subscription. Even if you
know you will end up paying a company to provide a monitoring service, it is
always best to go first to the Social Services. They will know which companies
provide the best value in your area. In the USA you can get advice from the
VA, and hospitals or search the internet for "personal emergency response
system" or "medical alert system".
Assess what level of service the person I am helping needs
1. Talk to the person you are looking after about their worries. Go around their
home with them and try to spot the risks together.
2. Talk to relevant medical personnel who know the person you are looking
after.
3. Talk to other friends and relatives who feel responsible for the person you
are looking after.
Maximise the safety and peace of mind afforded by the system
1. Fit a key safe. A key safe is a box fixed to an external wall that can be
opened with a combination and contains a key to the dwelling for use routinely
by paid caregivers (see picture below). Also, if you have a list of responders
you may not want to give them all keys. A response service may insist that
you have a key safe so they don't to have to break down the door if the
person they have come to rescue is unable to open it for them!

2. Encourage the person you are looking after to wear the personal trigger
(red button) at the times they are most at risk. A personal trigger will be
waterproof so they should wear it in the shower or while washing, both times
where people commonly fall. It is also important that they wear it in bed in
case they fall while going to the bathroom in the night. People who don't like
having a pendant around their necks can have a bracelet. People who don't
like their friends to see that they are wearing a personal trigger can wear a
pendant under a blouse or shirt.
3. Encourage the person you are looking after not to worry about triggering
the alarm. It is not uncommon to hear of frail older people who have lain on
the floor all night because they "did not want to bother anyone late at night"!
Call centre operators get bored at night and the occasional accidental false
alarm will relieve the monotony. Similarly, if they have a Level 1 automatic
recorded message type service they should not worry about "bothering" the
people who have agreed to be on the list of friends and neighbours called.
Their response will be to call back and see if they are OK. When they find that
the person you are looking after is OK they will be relieved and happy to talk.

Caring for someone with dementia
Many seniors reading this book will have a parent with dementia or will
have a friend whose parent has dementia. I know this because one in six
people aged 80 and over have dementia (see
https://www.alzheimers.org.uk/). The word dementia describes a set of
symptoms that may include memory loss and difficulties with thinking,
problem solving or language. This is more than the problems described above
in the section Forgetting in the sense that it puts one at risk or prevents one
from living independently. Also, the disease is generally "progressive", the
symptoms get worse as time goes on.
Dementia has a number of possible causes. In older people the two

commonest are Alzheimer's Disease and Vascular dementia. Alzheimer's
Disease is characterised by changes in the chemistry and structure of the
brain leading to the death of brain cells. Vascular dementia is similarly due to
brain cell death but in this case caused by interruption to the oxygen supply to
the brain following a stroke, or over time, through a series of small strokes.
At the earliest stages the person with dementia may be able to live
alone. As the disease progresses this is less likely and people with dementia
who are living in their own homes will typically being doing so with the help of
a relative who is living with them, usually a spouse or a daughter. This section
is in two parts, first considering devices for people living on their own and
second for people living with a caregiver. In the UK "carer" is often used
instead of "caregiver" but the latter term is becoming more common so I will
use "caregiver" to refer to anyone paid or unpaid who helps someone with
problems of everyday living.
A person in the early stages of dementia who is living on their own is
likely to have difficulties remembering to take medication. At the early stages
a blister pack with an automated alarm of some kind as discussed above in
the section on Forgetting may be enough. The purpose of the blister pack is to
make it harder to miss taking some pills and harder to take two doses
because you forget you already took one.
One has to assume that the person using the blister pack is able and
willing to keep track of what day it is and where they are the in the pack. If this
is not the case there are more expensive solutions that automatically
dispense the pills at the appropriate time. If the person you are helping has
telecare they may be able to add an automated pill dispenser to the system.
The Pivotel automated pill dispenser has a circular carousel that is filled by
the pharmacist and slotted into the dispenser. At the time the medication is to
be taken the gadget beeps and the pot in the carousel is uncovered. If the
patient does not tip up the Pivotel to get out the pills within a certain time the
pot is covered up again, thus preventing the patient from taking two doses
close together in time. It is also possible to connect the device to a call centre
where an alert will be logged to the effect that the medication was not taken.
While this gadget is more expensive than a blister pack it is much less
expensive than paying someone to come to the house and supervise
someone taking pills.
Of course, one cannot be sure that the medication was not just
removed from the Pivotel and put in the trash (we say dustbin). The only way
to be really sure that someone is not behaving in this way is to analyse their
faeces or urine. Toto, the Japanese toilet maker, have anticipated this
development in their research prototype that has a "sample catcher" in the
toilet bowl (search the internet for "smart toilet").

Someone in the early stages of dementia may cause damage through
floods or inappropriate use of a cooker and there are gadgets to cover against
both eventualities. The Magiplug flood prevention gadget is used like an
ordinary plug in a kitchen sink or bath but if either is overfilled it will release
the water thus preventing a flood. Magiplugs (see picture above) cost less
than $15 (£10). Cooker shut off gadgets work by monitoring the temperature
of pans and hot plates on the top of a stove with infrared sensors. These
sensors are mounted above the stove. With an electric hot plate it is easy to
arrange to shut off the power when a potential problem is detected. With gas
burners there will be more expense as a gas shut off valve will need to be
fitted (search the internet for "cooker shut off"). When buying such a device
check: how much it will cost to install, what it can detect, and what the
procedure is for switching the cooker back on again.
The Alzheimer's Association in the USA estimate that in 2013, 15.5
million family and friends provided 17.7 billion hours of unpaid care to those
with Alzheimer's and other dementias – care valued at $220.2 billion. To give
you some idea of the scale of this voluntary effort, this was nearly eight times
the total revenue of McDonald's in 2012. The picture in the UK is similar and a
number of gadgets are available to provide help for people caring for
people with dementia. That is, to give the (usually unpaid) caregiver
confidence that the person with dementia will not damage themselves or the
property they live in and to ensure that both helper and helped enjoy their
lives in these difficult circumstances.
Many caregivers feel trapped because it is so hard to go out when
looking after someone with dementia. If the problem is a history of accidents
with the cooker or floods then a Magiplug or a cooker shut off may help. If the
stove has a gas burner or gas oven and there is a risk they could flood the
house with gas then you can also buy lockable gas shut offs with a key to take
out with you. Another common problem is that the person with dementia may
become disoriented and fearful while you are out. You might have explained
that you are just going to the shops and that you will be back in 60 minutes
but this is forgotten and they panic when they find you are not there.
Occupational Therapists recommend that there should be a place in the home
people with dementia can go to orientate themselves, an "orientation corner".
For your orientation corner, you might put a dementia clock near the main
exit door. Amazon lists several of these with analogue or digital time displays,
an indication of whether it is day or night, the day of the week and date. You

might also put up a white board on which you can write messages such as
"Gone shopping back at 10 - Mary", also hospital appointments and so on.
People with dementia sometimes go out in the middle of the night. This
is called wandering. A person with dementia who has a history of going out in
a confused state in the middle of the night may get themselves into danger
and soon gets put into residential care. There are various solutions to the
problem of wandering. In some cases it may be possible to deter potential
wanderers by distracting them when they get to the exit door. A Memo
Minder is a battery-operated, movement-triggered voice prompt (see picture
below). A message can be recorded, e.g., "Are you sure you want to go out
dad, it's the middle of the night, why don't you make yourself a cup of tea."
When the caregiver goes to bed they switch it on and if, later on, the person
with dementia approaches the door the memo minder senses the movement
and plays the message. A Memo Minder costs about $30 (£20). One very nice
solution to wandering that I have heard of was at a dementia facility. They had
built a false bus stop at a prominent position in the grounds of the home.
Wanderers naturally went and sat in it when they left the building, but the bus
never came...

A more sophisticated version of the Memo Minder solution connects to
a telecare monitoring service via sensors on the exit door. A recorded
message is played should someone be about leave the building at an
inappropriate time and if they do leave the building an alarm can be raised
with the call centre that will send someone out to find them.
GPS tracking is also used with dementia patients. While this is often
sold as a wandering solution it can also be used with people with dementia
who go out on wholly appropriate trips and then get disoriented and are so
unable to get home. In such cases, police will often have to be called and the
search may take some time, causing further distress to both caregiver and the
person with dementia. The Buddi GPS tracker for people with dementia is a
bracelet that is hard for them to get off (people with dementia have a tendency
to fiddle with things) and that can have its battery charged quickly using a cuff
that goes around it. A call centre or the caregiver has access to a password
protected map, which plots the position of the Buddi wearer. It is also possible
to set up a "geo fence" by plotting an area you would rather the patient did not
stray out of. If they do an alarm is raised with the call centre.
There are also cheaper GPS gadgets (search the internet for "GPS" in

any online electronics store catalogue) and touchscreen phones apps
designed for tracking pets and children (search the App Store for "location").
There are also several Apps for finding the GPS location of the touchscreen
phones of your friends and family (e.g., the Find Friends iPad app) that could
be appropriated to tracking the location of a person with dementia. Solutions
that involve a touchscreen phone or other gadget assume the person with
dementia can be induced to regularly carry the phone or gadget with them
when they go out. There are also always battery management problems. It
may be better to use a product devised specifically for people with dementia
that has been bought as part of a telecare service that will conduct a thorough
assessment of the patient's needs.
As mentioned above, caregivers often find it difficult to get out and
socialise. Chapter 5 - Joining an online community will describe how social
networks can provide friendship and social support without you needing to
leave your home. Social networking for caregivers (carers) can be a lifeline
to someone who is unable to leave a person with dementia for more than a
short period. Carers UK have a text chat forum (see Chapter 5 - Joining an
online community for an explanation of this term) where you can contribute to
numerous topics under the heading of "dementia" (see for example "A sense
of loss" at the Carers UK forum (search the internet for "carers uk a sense of
loss"). The UK Alzheimer's Society also has a very good text chat forum
called "Talking Point" which has its own iPad app. Similarly, the Alzheimer's
Association in the USA has text chat "message boards". There are also
numerous Facebook groups where you can make contact with other carers of
people with dementia. Search Facebook for "dementia" or "Alzheimers" using
the "Search for people, places and things" search box on Facebook and your
location to find local Facebook groups. I searched for "dementia yorkshire"
and found a Facebook group "Yorkshire & Humber Dementia Action Alliance"
with news of events and space for discussion with other group members.
Finally, a common complaint of caregivers is that the people with
dementia that they care for lose all interest in the leisure activities they used
to enjoy, including watching TV. It also becomes difficult to have a real
conversation. Occupational Therapists engage in reminiscence therapy to
engage their patients. This involves getting the patient to talk about photos of
places and people who might have been well known to them when they were
younger. Finer Day, the social networking site designed for frail elderly
mentioned earlier in this chapter, has facilities for family to contribute photos
that could be used for this purpose. People with dementia can work a simple
touchscreen interface and iPad reminiscence apps may soon become
available.

How-to-do-it guide - caring for someone with dementia
Relatives and others responsible for the safety of someone with
dementia living alone in their own home need to have confidence that they will
not damage themselves or the property they live in. In addition, a caregiver
living with someone with dementia needs support to make it easier for both
helper and helped to enjoy their lives in these difficult circumstances. There
are gadgets that can help in both of these cases.

Floods can be prevented with low cost flood prevention gadgets such as the
Magiplug.
Cooker shut off gadgets can detect hotplates that have been left on and
saucepans in danger of burning and then switch off the power/gas.
There are lockable gas shut off valves for when the caregiver goes out.
The use of orientation aids such as a message board and clocks designed for
people with dementia can help.
Wandering is where a person with dementia goes out of their home at
inappropriate times, usually the middle of the night. Motion detectors can be
used on their own or in conjunction with a telecare monitoring service to
reduce risks in this situation. There are also GPS gadgets that can be used to
track people who are wandering or just lost. GPS solutions are probably best
obtained as part of a telecare service that will carry out a full assessment of
the person with dementia.
Online communities. Getting out to socialise is often a problem for caregivers
looking after someone with dementia and joining a virtual community can
help. Social networks such as Facebook have groups specifically for
caregivers. There are also specialist text chat forums provided by Carers UK
and the Alzheimer's Association (USA) that provide the caregiver with social
support and new online contacts.
Reminiscing, over photos or sound recordings of music is a common way of
stimulating conversation with someone with dementia. Social networks can be
used by families to collect old photos that can used in this way. The website
FinerDay has a section entitled "memories" for this purpose.
Two General Purpose Plans are set out below. Both give general
advice: one about helping someone with dementia living on their own and the
other about helping someone with dementia living with a caregiver.
General Purpose Plan - I want to help a person with dementia who is
living on their own - so I might need to
Find out what telecare services or standalone gadgets might help
1. Find out more about dementia by visiting the Altzheimer's Society (UK) at
https://www.alzheimers.org.uk/, and the Alzheimer's Association (USA) at
http://www.alz.org/
2. Talk to the person with dementia about the things they find difficult. Go
around their home with them and try to spot problems together.
3. Talk to relevant medical personnel who know the person with dementia.
4. Talk to other friends and relatives who feel responsible for the person with
dementia.
5. Search for gadgets and services on the AT Dementia website,
http://www.atdementia.org.uk. The Altzheimer's Society also has a shop with

aids to daily living at http://shop.alzheimers.org.uk/category/daily-living-aids/
Readers in the USA can use this site to find the names of products and
purchase them elsewhere.
6. Enquire about solutions for dementia provided as part of a telecare or
telemedicine service. In the UK these services are generally provided through
Social Services. Contact your Local Authority to find out what is available. In
the USA you can get advice from the VA, and hospitals or search the internet
for "personal emergency response system" or "medical alert system".
General Purpose Plan - I want to help someone caring for a person
with dementia - so I might need to
Find out what telecare services or standalone gadgets might help
1. Talk to the caregiver you are trying to support. When do they feel the
person with dementia is at risk? When does their role as a caregiver interfere
with their personal needs?
2. Look for gadgets and services that could mitigate the risks to the person
with dementia so that the caregiver can spend less time checking on what the
person with dementia is doing (see steps 5 and 6 above).
3. With the caregiver, look for social support via virtual meeting places. If they
use Facebook search for Facebook Groups (search Facebook for
"dementia"). There are also specialist text chat forums (see Chapter 5 Joining an online community) provided by Carers UK and the Alzheimer's
Association (USA) that provide the caregiver with social support and new
online contacts.
4. With the caregiver, look for social support via real-world meeting places.
The Alzheimer's Society (UK) and the Alzheimer's Association (USA) have
support groups in most towns and cities that meet regularly to: exchange
practical information; share feelings, needs and concerns, and learn about
local resources.

Invention needed
As indicated above, dementia is a growing problem as people live
longer and it is estimated that Alzheimer's will cost an estimated $1.2 trillion
(in today's dollars) in 2050. Similarly in the UK it is estimated that the number
of people with dementia will increase to 1.7 million people by 2051. For this
reason governments have prioritised funds for research on dementia.
One research project that I have been involved in was a collaboration
between Newcastle University and two universities in Canada. It built on work
at Toronto University on computer vision algorithms to recognise what
patients at a dementia hospital were doing when washing their hands and
then to prompt them, only when things went wrong. So if it recognised that
they had started drying their hands after they had used the soap, but before
they had put their hands in the water, a voice would prompt them
appropriately. Sequencing is one problem dementia patients have doing
everyday tasks. Another common problem is just stopping in the middle of the

task. As the system knew what components of the task had been completed,
in such cases it could provide an appropriate voice prompt, e.g., "now dry
your hands", to get them going again. Our project was to apply this idea to
everyday kitchen tasks such as making a cup of tea. To this end a "smart
kitchen" was built at Newcastle University UK that could detect where the
kettle, tea bags, sugar milk etc. were and hence infer how far the tea maker
had got in the task and whether they had made a sequencing error or
stopped. This was very much "blue skies" research in that a marketable
system is still a long way away. Nevertheless we demonstrated a feasible way
to build prompting systems for people with dementia that could be put into
their existing homes (see the Related chapters and other material section for
further details). Being able to do simple domestic tasks gives patients in the
early stages of dementia a great deal of satisfaction and a feeling that "they
are still a person". If made commercially viable these systems could also take
some of the burden from caregivers and provide extra safety in domestic
situations.
As mentioned in the discussion of reminiscence therapy above, making
conversation with people with dementia is difficult. Much of our social
conversation revolves around the recall of recent events and other
information. If you have limited Episodic Memory (see Aside - different kinds
of human memory) this is a problem. Some interesting work at Microsoft
Research in Cambridge England used a "life logging" gadget, SenseCam
(search the internet for "SenseCam" or its new name "Autographer"), with a
person with dementia. SenseCam takes a digital photo every so often and you
can play back these photos as a sort of short video at the end of the day. In
this case the person given the SenseCam took it to a wedding that she went
to with her husband. When they got home they were able to play back the life
log and the pictures prompted her to remember enough to have a real
conversation. Her husband reported that it was the first time they had had a
real conversation for some while.
This chapter started with a discussion of accessibility settings.
Accessibility is for many people an emotive topic. I once overheard a man in
his sixties in a bar telling his friends about the bathroom in his new home. He
was explaining how the shower was a "wet room" with a bench that you could
sit on while having a shower. My ears pricked up because I had recently been
at a presentation of new "Lifetime Homes" building standards. The
presentation was to convince builders to include wet rooms in all new
dwellings so that the house was accessible and ready for every generation of
householder. I was most disappointed when the man in the bar went on to say
with a sneer "but I soon had that pulled out". Even though, or perhaps
because, he was of an age when a wet room with a fold down bench might be
useful to him in the foreseeable future, he found the idea stigmatising and had
it taken out.
Many assistive technologies are designed by companies that make
medical equipment and their designs can make your home look like a
hospital. Even when some effort is put into making a design attractive and
homely there is a problem if the equipment becomes associated with
"disability". It is possible to prevent this gradual stigmatisation of products

designed specifically for people with mobility or sensory problems by using an
approach called inclusive design (aka design for all). This is to design
following the principle that all "main stream" products should cater for, that is
"include", the widest possible range of human abilities. Almost daily I am
insulted by some lazy designers who has made control buttons using tiny, low
contrast grey on grey fonts because they can't be bothered to design a control
panel that is attractive with high legibility labels. One can almost imagine
these designers saying "oh dear, those labels look ugly I better make them
less visible" taking no account of the fact that users of their product might
have different sensory and motor abilities to themselves. Inclusive design is a
design philosophy that systematically make sure that the design includes all
users. This is not a "tradeoff". A good designer makes objects that are
beautiful and inclusive.
In point of fact, product ideas inspired by people with special usability
requirements often turn out to be useful to everyone. Commonly cited
examples of inclusive design inspired in this way are audiocassette tapes and
speaking books, which were originally invented for, blind people. Also the
invention of central locking for cars was inspired by the needs of people with
mobility problems. For more information on inclusive design search the
internet for "inclusive design" and "design for all".
Of course the central problem is the notion of, and our attitude to,
"disability". No one thinks of a design that accommodates the different abilities
of children as stigmatising an adult user. Why then should designs for people
with different mobility and sensory abilities be stigmatising? You are right, I
am still upset by that man in the bar!

Related chapters and other material
The New invention needed section in Chapter 2 explains how games
can be used to make rehabilitation more fun. Chapter 5 - Joining an online
community describes how people who have difficulty getting out can still build
a virtual social life via Social Networking apps and websites.
Search the internet for "HFT smart house". This is a charming and
entertaining demonstration of some of the technologies that a person with a
learning disability may use around their home to improve their independence
and increase their safety. Many of these technologies are applicable much
more widely.
There are many books written by neuroscientists on Human Memory,
for example Baddeley, Eysenck and Anderson, "Memory", Psychology Press,
2014.
To find out more about research prototypes for the informal
communication of activity data between households using ambient displays
see: M. Petersen, A. Hansen, K. Nielsen, R. Gude (2008) "HOMEinTOUCH
Designing Two-Way Ambient Communication". Lecture Notes in Computer
Science Volume 5355, 2008, pp 44-57. http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-54089617-3_4

The research on computer vision systems to prompt people with
dementia is described in Hoey, J., Plotz, T., Jackson, D., Monk, A., Phamb,
C., Olivier, P. (2010) Rapid specification and automated generation of
prompting systems to assist people with dementia. Pervasive and Mobile
Computing, 7, 299-318. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.pmcj.2010.11.007 or view
the video at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zKpRXrhR9Ig
The Invention needed section ended with a plea to all designers to
design more inclusively. There are lots of tools to help understand the
experiences of those who might not have the visual acuity and motor dexterity
of a 20-year old. One of the best is the Inclusive Design Toolkit, developed by
the University of Cambridge, Engineering Design Centre and sponsored by
BT (see http://www.inclusivedesigntoolkit.com/). This includes a Vision and
Hearing Impairment Simulator, Simulation Glasses, and an Exclusion
Calculator to see how many people you are excluding if you don't design
inclusively. Equally importantly, I would plead with the designers and
manufacturers of assistive technology to make it beautiful, that is just good
design. If you are interested in research on inclusive design see the website
for the Helen Hamlyn Centre for Design at the Royal College of Art, London
search the internet for "Helen Hamlyn Centre for Design".

